Sensory experience plays a critical role in the development of cortical circuits. At the time of eye opening, visual cortical neurons in the ferret exhibit orientation selectivity, but lack direction selectivity, which is a feature of mature cortical neurons in this species. Direction selectivity emerges in the days and weeks following eye opening via a process that requires visual experience. However, the circuit mechanisms that underlie the development of direction selectivity remain unclear. Here, we used microelectrodes to examine the laminar chronology of the development of direction selectivity around the time of eye opening to identify the locations within the cortical circuit that are altered during this process. We found that neurons in layers 4 and 2/3 exhibited weak direction selectivity just before natural eye opening. Layer 4 neurons in animals that had opened their eyes but were younger than postnatal day 35 (PND 35) exhibited modestly increased direction selectivity, but layer 2/3 cells remained as weakly tuned as before eye opening. Animals that had opened their eyes and were PND 35 or older exhibited increased direction selectivity in both layers 4 and 2/3. On average, initial increases in direction selectivity in animals younger than PND 35 were explained by increases in responses to the preferred direction, while subsequent increases in direction selectivity in animals PND 35 or older were explained by decreases in responses to the null direction. These results suggest that all cortical layers are influenced by sensory stimulation during early stages of experience-dependent development.
Introduction
During development, brain circuits are assembled through interactions between processes that are specified genetically and those that require sensory experience. In ferret visual cortex, neurons already exhibit orientation selectivity at the time of eye opening and are organized into orientation maps (Chapman and Stryker, 1993; Chapman et al., 1996; White et al., 2001 ). However, these neurons lack selectivity for a particular direction of motion, which is a property of mature cortical neurons in this species (Weliky et al., 1996; Moore et al., 2005) . Further, visual experience is required for the proper maturation of cortical direction selectivity: dark-reared animals do not develop direction selectivity , and, around eye opening, a few hours of experience with a moving stimulus, but not a flashing stimulus, is sufficient to produce the rapid emergence of direction-selective neurons and direction columns .
The circuit mechanisms underlying the development of direction selectivity remain unclear. Previously, we found that the rapid development of direction selectivity following motion stimulation was limited to regions where the orientation preference matched the orientation of the training stimulus . Because orientation selectivity is a property found in visual cortex, but not in lateral geniculate nucleus, changes within cortical circuits are sufficient to explain the development of direction selectivity. However, because previous studies relied on imaging techniques that could only observe the superficial layers, it remains unknown whether layer 4 neurons are already direction-selective at eye opening, or whether they develop direction selectivity following eye opening. Further, imaging studies of single neurons have used calcium dyes rather than direct recordings of spikes. Calcium signals can be nonlinearly related to spiking activity (Nauhaus et al., 2012) , so it is unclear whether cells acquire direction selectivity through increases in spiking responses to the preferred direction, decreases in spiking responses to the opposite direction, or some combination. Here, we sought to clarify these issues by recording single units across cortical layers in young ferrets of different ages.
We examined the laminar chronology of the development of direction selectivity in ferret visual cortex around the time of eye opening. We devised a rapid sampling protocol to minimize visual stimulation provided to the animal, as substantial sensory experience would have altered the properties we sought to measure. At the level of spiking activity, visual cortical neurons exhibited increases in direction selectivity in the days following eye opening, similar to calcium imaging studies. Further, average responses to the preferred direction increased slightly in the first few days following eye opening, while over subsequent days, average responses to the opposite direction and the orthogonal orientation decreased. Layers 4 and 2/3 exhibited weak direction selectivity at the time of eye opening that increased substantially in the subsequent days, and layer 4 showed earlier increases in direction selectivity compared with layer 2/3. These data suggest that plasticity mechanisms in layer 4 -whether in thalamocortical connections, intracortical connections, or both-may play key roles in the early phases of experience-dependent development of cortical circuits.
Materials and Methods
Ferrets (19 females, 4 males) ranging in age from postnatal day (PND) 28 to 63 were anesthetized intramuscularly with a mixture of ketamine (20 -40 mg/kg) and xylazine (4 mg/kg). Atropine (0.2 ml of 0.4 mg/ml) was administered to reduce bronchial and salivary secretion. A cannula was inserted into the intraperitoneal cavity for later delivery of neuromuscular blockers and nutrient ringer solution, a tracheostomy was performed, and the animal was placed in a custom stereotaxic frame that did not block vision. All wound margins were infused with the long-lasting analgesic bupivacaine. The animals were initially ventilated with 1.5-3% isoflurane in a 2:1 mixture of nitrous oxide and oxygen and silicon oil was placed on the eyes to prevent damage to the cornea. A small craniotomy (4 ϫ 4 mm) was made in one of the two hemispheres and the dura removed with a 31-gauge needle. At the conclusion of these procedures, ferrets were paralyzed with the neuromuscular blocker gallamine triethiodide (0.2 mg/h) to suppress spontaneous eye movements, and the nitrous oxide and oxygen mixture was adjusted to 1:1. The animal's EKG was continuously monitored to ensure adequate anesthesia, and the percentage of isoflurane was increased if the EKG indicated any distress. Body temperature was measured rectally and maintained at 37°C with a thermostatically controlled heating pad. All procedures were approved by the Brandeis Animal Care and Use Committee.
Carbon fiber electrodes (1 M⍀, Carbostar-1, Kation Scientific) and tungsten electrodes (0.1 M⍀, part TM33B01, World Precision Instruments) were used to record from all layers of ferret cortex. The lower impedance tungsten electrodes were more effective at isolating cells in the youngest animals, whereas CarboStar-1 electrodes were most effective in older animals. Both electrode types were coated with fluorescent Di-I for later histological examination of recording site location (DiCarlo et al., 1996) . Signals were amplified with a preamplifier/amplifier system by Multichannel Systems GmbH and acquired and clustered using a Micro1401 acquisition board and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, LLC). Single-electrode recordings were used because initial attempts at multichannel recording (with NeuroNexus probes model A1x16-5mm-100-177-A16) did not produce high yields in the youngest animals (though they did in older animals).
During each penetration, the electrode was lowered in 75-100 m increments, starting at the cortical surface and progressing to white matter. Characteristics of visual responses, such as adaptation, were noted and used as a preliminary attempt to map layer depths, which were later compared against histology. Upon completion of a penetration, electrolytic lesions were made at 2-3 depths to ensure accurate extrapolation of each recording's depth.
The depths of all cells and layer transitions were recorded digitally with a Sutter Instruments MP-285 manipulator. In all plots, cortical depths were combined across animals by projecting onto a "standard cortex" on a layer-by-layer basis. Depths of neurons recorded in layer 2/3 were normalized (linearly) to be between 0 m (surface) and 450 m (layer 4 border), neurons in layer 4 were normalized to be between 450 and 900 m, and neurons in layer 5 and below were normalized to be between 900 and 1400 m. Depths were readjusted using lesion depths, recorded depths, and custom software in Matlab.
Visual stimulation and data analysis. Visual stimuli were created in Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) on a Macintosh Pro running OSX and displayed on a Sony (GDM-520). Spike tuning curves were analyzed with custom software in Matlab (Heimel et al., 2005; .
For each cell, we examined both the mean response to drifting grating stimulation ("F0") as well as the modulation at the stimulus frequency ("F1"). If a cell's F1 response was greater than the mean response (F0), then the F1 component was used to calculate index values. Otherwise, the F0 component was used (Movshon et al., 1978a,b; Heimel et al., 2005) .
Direction selectivity was assessed using the circular variance (Ringach et al., 2002) calculated in direction space (Batschelet, 1981) :
where k are the direction angles used for stimulation and R( k ) is the response to angle k (after subtraction of the spontaneous rate). This index is half of the traditional measure of "angular deviation" as defined by (Batschelet, 1981) , but is convenient because the quantity varies between 0 and 1. This 1 Ϫ DirCirVar measurement was used because it is a robust measure for assessing direction selectivity for both poorly selective and strongly selective cells (Grabska-Barwiń ska et al., 2012) . However, one should note that moderate values of 1 Ϫ DirCirVar (0.25-0.5) correspond to relatively high direction selectivity (Fig. 1a) .
Orientation selectivity was also assessed using 1 minus the circular variance, calculated in orientation space (Ringach et al., 2002) :
Immunohistochemistry. Following transcardial perfusion, the brain was removed and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS for an additional 12-24 h. The brain was then incubated in 10% sucrose for 24 -48 h, followed by 30% sucrose for 24 -48 h. Frozen sections (50 m) from area V1 of the recording hemisphere were cut on a sliding microtome, parallel to the plane of the recording electrode by cutting sections in the parasagittal-horizontal anatomical plane. Sections were collected in 0.1 M PBS, washed once for 5 min in PBS, and then agitated for 2 h in 0.3% Triton X-100 (MP Biomedicals, ICN807423) in 0.1 M PBS at room temperature. After three 5 min washes in PBS, sections were incubated in fluorescent Anti-NeuN (Millipore, MAB377x, 1:100) diluted in 0.1 M PBS overnight (Ͼ12 h) at 4°Celsius on a shaker. Sections were then rinsed 3 times, 5 min each, in PBS, mounted on slides, and coverslipped with Fluoromount-G (Cell Lab, 731604) . Slices were then scanned with a Leica SP2 confocal microscope (10 -20ϫ) and adjacent images were stitched together using Adobe Photoshop.
Results
Our goal was to characterize the development of direction selectivity at the level of spiking activity in layers 2/3 and 4. We studied 3 groups of animals: animals aged PND 28 -34 that had not yet naturally opened their eyes ("eyes closed"), animals aged PND 28 -34 that had naturally opened their eyes ( To assess direction selectivity, we recorded the spiking responses of 221 single neurons and 137 multiunit sites to sinusoidal grating stimuli that drifted pseudorandomly in 1 of 8 or 1 of 12 equally spaced directions (spatial frequency: 0.08 cycles per degree, temporal frequency: 4 Hz; 2 s duration, 3.5 s interstimulus interval), along with a blank stimulus of equal duration. Example tuning curves are shown in Figure 1a . Because 3-12 h of visual experience with a grating stimulus that moves in a single direction or in a pair of opposite directions is capable of driving the rapid emergence of direction selectivity in naive animals ; Van Hooser et al., 2012), we used a rapid sampling strategy to limit the amount of visual stimulation that each ani-mal received, so that the measurements we made would not be unduly influenced by experience-dependent changes in direction selectivity. First, each neuron was assessed for direction selectivity only, without a separate examination of its preferred spatial frequency, temporal frequency, or receptive field size, in a manner similar to most imaging studies. The spatial and temporal frequencies used here were found in previous imaging studies of developing ferrets and pilot electrophysiology studies (this work) to be effective at driving most visually responsive neurons that we encountered; we used full screen stimulation so that the results could be compared directly to prior imaging studies. Second, we presented only 5-7 repetitions of each grating stimulus. Third, each experiment was ended after the animal had been exposed to no more than 3 h of visual stimulation; this means that the animal observed grating stimulation in each direction for ϳ3/9 h or 3/13 h, and we assumed that this duration of stimulation would not alter receptive fields properties substantially. The validity of these assumptions will be examined in detail after presentation of the main results.
Direction selectivity of spiking responses increases in the days after eye opening
Direction selectivity and orientation selectivity, as assessed at the level of spiking activity, exhibited significant increases across the 3 groups [Kruskal-Wallis test (K-W), p Ͻ 0.001, p Ͻ 0.001, respectively], as shown in Figure 1b . Direction selectivity at the time of eye opening was quite weak, with the median cell exhibiting a 1 Ϫ DirCirVar index value of 0.1, while orientation selectivity was already comparatively strong at eye opening, with a median 1 Ϫ CirVar of 0.25. These increases in direction selectivity and orientation selectivity with age and experience are very similar to results obtained with intrinsic signal imaging and 2-photon imaging studies , suggesting that that are no technical concerns with the interpretation of the blood flow responses or calcium indicator dye responses in these previous studies.
These data also allow us to describe, on average, which features of the spiking tuning curves are altered in the first days after eye opening. We examined a subset of all neurons that exhibited significant orientation tuning (Hotelling's test, p Ͻ 0.05) and performed a double Gaussian fit to these tuning curves (Carandini and Ferster, 2000; Li et al., 2008) . To make comparisons across cells, we rotated all of these fit curves so that the preferred direction was rightward. The average fits for the 3 groups of animals are shown in Figure 2 . To understand how the tuning curves changed, we performed a statistical analysis on the preferred direction response, the null direction (opposite of preferred) response, and the response to the orthogonal orientation. There was a significant increase in the mean response to the preferred direction between the "eyes closed " and "eyes open, PNDϽ35" groups (K-W, K-W post hoc p Ͻ 0.01), but no evidence for any significant change in the mean response to the null direction or the orthogonal orientation. Further, there was a significant decrease in the response to the null direction (K-W, K-W post hocϽ0.04) and the orthogonal orientation (K-W, K-W post hoc p Ͻ 0.001) between the "eyes open, PNDϽ35" group and "eyes open, PNDՆ35" group.
Laminar organization of direction selectivity
A major goal of this study was to determine whether neurons in layer 4 exhibit strong direction selectivity at the time of eye opening or, rather, whether they acquire direction selectivity in the days following eye opening. The laminar organization of direction selectivity is shown in Figure 3 . On average, animals whose eyes were still closed at the time of the experiment exhibited very low direction selectivity index values across all layers (Fig. 3a,  left) , and there were no significant differences in 1 Ϫ DirCirVar values between layers 2/3 and 4 ( Fig. 3b, left ; K-W p ϭ 0.32). These data suggest that layer 4 does not exhibit substantial direction selectivity at the time of eye opening.
Animals that were examined after eye opening that were less than P35 exhibited increased direction selectivity (Fig. 3a , middle). Layer 4 neurons in these animals showed significantly more direction selectivity compared with layer 2/3 neurons ( Fig. 3b , middle; K-W p Ͻ 0.03). In fact, layer 2/3 neurons in animals with open eyes and PNDϽ35 did not exhibit any additional direction selectivity compared with animals whose eyes were closed at the beginning of the experiment (Fig. 3c , top, K-W, K-W post hoc p ϭ 0.38). This evidence is consistent with the idea that layer 4 leads layer 2/3 in the development of direction selectivity.
Animals that were PND 35 or older and had open eyes showed considerable direction selectivity in both layers 2/3 and 4 (Fig. 3a,  right) . Layer 4 exhibited higher 1 Ϫ DirCirVar index values than layer 2/3 (Fig. 3b, right , p Ͻ 0.022). Layer 2/3 neurons in animals PND 35 or older showed increased direction selectivity compared with layer 2/3 neurons in animals with open eyes that were less than PND 35 (Fig. 3c, top 
Laminar organization of orientation selectivity
In contrast to results obtained for direction selectivity, we observed moderate levels of orientation selectivity in animals whose eyes were closed at the beginning of the experiment (Fig. 4a, left) . The moderate orientation selectivity values observed here are consistent with previous studies that documented moderate levels of orientation selectivity in animals lacking visual experience and those examined around the time of eye opening (Hubel and Wiesel, 1963; Frégnac and Imbert, 1978; Albus and Wolf, 1984; Braastad and Heggelund, 1985; Blakemore and Price, 1987; Chapman and Stryker, 1993; Ohshiro et al., 2011) . Further, these results serve as a control for the weak direction selectivity values we observed in animals whose eyes were initially closed: they indicate that these cells are, in fact, visually responsive, and that they do exhibit some substantial selectivity, albeit not substantial direction selectivity.
The laminar organization of orientation selectivity that we observed here was very similar to that described by Chapman and Stryker (1993) . In animals whose eyes were closed at the start of the experiment, we found that cells in layer 2/3 and layer 4 exhibited comparable 1 Ϫ CirVar index values (Fig. 4b , left, K-W p ϭ 0.30). Orientation selectivity increased progressively in both layer 2/3 cells and layer 4 cells across the 3 groups of animals (Fig. 4c , K-W, K-W post hoc p Ͻ 0.001 for both), and in animals greater than PND 35, layer 2/3 cells exhibited slightly higher orientation selectivity values than layer 4 cells ( Fig. 4b, right; KW p Ͻ 0.048).
Like Chapman and Stryker (1993), we encountered fewer cells in the deeper layers. This is not due to a lack of sampling, but rather is related to the very low cell density that is present in layer 5 at this developmental stage (Chapman and Stryker, 1993) . However, Chapman and Stryker (1993) did report several cells in layer 6. To try to sample layer 6, we conducted 2 experiments specifically targeting layers 4 -6 in the youngest animals, but these experiments also did not yield large counts in layer 5/6 cells. We do not know the reason for the difference between these studies with respect to layer 6, but it is possible that, because of the very short duration of our experiments, animals were under the influence of both the induction anesthesia (ketamine/xylazine) Figure 2 . Changes in average spike tuning curves as a function of development. a-c, Average tuning curves across all N orientation-selective recording sites for each of the 3 age groups. All curves have been rotated such that the preferred direction corresponds to rightward motion. * indicates differences across conditions that were significant with p Ͻ 0.05 (Kruskal-Wallis test, with Kruskal-Wallis post hoc test). a, b, Neurons recorded from animals that had opened their eyes but were less than PND 35 exhibited increased spiking responses to the preferred direction compared with animals whose eyes were closed. b, c, Neurons recorded from animals that had opened their eyes and were PND 35 or older exhibited significantly decreased responses to the null direction and orthogonal orientation compared with younger animals. and the maintenance anesthesia (isoflurane), which possibly affected activity in layer 6.
Assumptions of the rapid sampling method
When we devised the rapid sampling method, we made 2 major assumptions.
First, we assumed that our qualitative conclusions regarding the development of direction selectivity would not have been different if we had optimized spatial and temporal frequency preferences for each cell. This assumption has been made in many multichannel recording studies and 2-photon imaging studies, where optimizing spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and receptive field size for dozens of single cells is impractical (Ohki et al., 2005; Li et al., 2008; Nauhaus et al., 2008) . A previous study in the adult cat found that a small minority of direction-selective cells (5/108) dramatically alter their direction selectivity as spatial frequency increases. However, the qualitative property of direction selectivity is preserved across a wide range of spatial frequencies in the vast majority of all cells (Hammond and Pomfrett, 1990) . The temporal frequency of the stimulus can have a larger influence on direction selectivity: many cells in adult animals exhibit reduced or reversed direction selectivity when temporal frequency is dramatically increased from a cell's preferred value, and many cells exhibit modestly reduced direction selectivity as temporal frequency decreases from a cell's preferred value (Saul and Humphrey, 1992; Moore et al., 2005). The temporal frequencies used here were set to match the preferred temporal frequency of developing ferrets as observed in previous imaging studies (see especially their Fig. 4) , 2008] and pilot electrophysiology recordings, so a majority of cells were very likely to have been examined using temporal frequencies very near to their preferred values.
Second, we assumed that direction selectivity would not be substantially altered by the limited visual stimulation that was provided during the experiment. This visual stimulation was at most 3 h total for all directions, and ϳ1/9 or 1/13 of this time for any particular direction. However, our electrode recordings generally began in the superficial layers and progressed deeper into the brain, so that cells that were recorded at deeper depths were, on average, exposed to more visual stimulation than cells that were recorded at shallower depths (Fig. 5a ). This sampling bias raised the possibility that the increased direction selectivity that we observed in layer 4 of animals whose eyes were open at the beginning of the experiment might be due to the extra visual stimulation that these neurons had received by the time of recording, compared with the layer 2/3 neurons. Alternatively, the increased direction selectivity in layer 4 might reflect a difference in receptive field properties that was present at the beginning of the experiment, unrelated to the time course of the experimental measurements. To examine this issue, we plotted the 1 Ϫ DirCirVar index value for each cell against the total duration of visual stimulation that the animal had experienced at the time the cell was recorded (Fig. 5b) . The relationships between the 1 Ϫ DirCir- Var index and the total stimulation time were weak, and much weaker than the relationships between total stimulation time and cortical depth (Fig. 5a ). To examine this question statistically, we performed a Type-I ANOVA to examine which factors-animal group, cortical layer, and total time of stimulation-explained a significant amount of variance of the 1 Ϫ DirCirVar index value, and found that only animal group ("eyes closed," "eyes open, PNDϽ35," "eyes open, PNDՆ35," p Ͻ 0.001) and cortical layer ( p Ͻ 0.001) contributed significantly, while total time of stimulation did not ( p ϭ 0.48). This evidence suggests that the time course of the experiment did not substantially alter our conclusions about the laminar organization of direction selectivity.
Discussion
We characterized the laminar development of direction selectivity in ferrets around the time of eye opening. We used a rapid sampling protocol to minimize the visual stimulation of the animal, which might have in turn altered the initial selectivity of the neurons. We found that direction selectivity in all cortical layers was weak just before natural eye opening. Layer 4 neurons exhibited increases in direction selectivity that occurred earlier than layer 2/3 neurons, and both of these layers showed robust increases in direction selectivity several days after eye opening. Just after the time of eye opening, increases in direction selectivity were primarily due to increases in spiking responses to the preferred direction, while in subsequent days, increases were primarily due to decreases in spiking responses to the null direction.
Maturation of direction-tuned spike responses
Direction-selective cells exist in both the retina and the visual cortex (see Table 1 ). It has been well established that visual experience is not required for direction-selective retinal ganglion cells (DSRGs) to acquire direction selectivity (Daw and Wyatt, 1974; Chan and Chiao, 2008; . In cortex, substantial species differences have been noted. In the mouse, direction selectivity is present at the time of eye opening, and dark-reared animals also exhibit direction selectivity (Rochefort et al., 2011) . However, a class of DSRGs projects directly to LGN in mouse (Huberman et al., 2009; Marshel et al., 2012) . A direct connection between DSRGs and LGN has not been demonstrated in other mammals, so the mouse may be unusual in this regard. It is thought that direction selectivity arises anew in the cortex of primates and carnivores. Humans that have experienced vision defects in both eyes during development exhibit profound deficits in motion perception (Ellemberg et al., 2002) , suggesting that the human visual system may be like the ferret in that visual experience is required for the normal maturation of direction selectivity.
Some earlier single-unit recording studies in the cortex of visually naive cats, monkeys, and ferrets have noted the presence of direction-selective cells (Hubel and Wiesel, 1963; Wiesel and Hubel, 1974; Hatta et al., 1998; Krug et al., 2001) , and indeed we also identified a handful of direction-selective cells in animals whose eyes were closed at the beginning of the experiment. However, it has only recently been demonstrated in imaging experiments that just a few hours of visual experience is sufficient, even in anesthetized animals, to produce direction selectivity . Many of these previous singleunit studies have been traditional serial electrophysiological studies that continued for days, and so many of the reported cells would have had several hours of visual experience with the stimuli that were used in those studies. Here, we used a rapid sampling technique to minimize this concern. We found, consistent with imaging studies, moderate orientation selectivity at the time of eye opening, but generally very weak direction selectivity (Chapman et al., 1996; Li et al., 2006 Li et al., , 2008 .
Previous studies of the development of direction selectivity in single cortical cells in ferret used 2-photon imaging of calcium indicator dyes . Calcium indicator Impact of early experience
Rearing that restricts viewing to a particular orientation produces an over-representation of that orientation in cortex 10
Lid suture reduces OS 6,11 ; rearing that restricts viewing to a particular orientation results in over-representation of that orientation; controversial whether neurons that initially preferred other orientations alter orientation preferences or merely become unresponsive 12, 13 Direction selectivity (DS) Present at eye opening; direction preferences exhibit a strong upward and nasal bias, and become isotropic 3-4 d after eye opening 3 Very weak at eye opening 7, 8, 9 Altered by dark-rearing No dyes can be related to spiking activity in a nonlinear manner (Nauhaus et al., 2012; but see Ohki et al., 2005; Kara and Boyd, 2009) , and the concentration of a calcium indicator dye can vary from cell to cell, over time within the same cell, or from experiment to experiment (Stosiek et al., 2003; Li et al., 2008) . In our previous studies, we were careful to make statements about direction selectivity and its maturation with visual stimulation-based on the relative responses to the preferred and null directions rather than draw any conclusions about absolute responses. However, a recent study has shown that in vivo calcium indicator dye signals can become saturated, such that larger spiking responses do not cause larger increases in calcium indicator dye signals (Nauhaus et al., 2012) , raising the possibility that our previous 2-photon imaging studies may have underestimated direction selectivity.
The spike-based direction tuning curves obtained in these microelectrode experiments were very similar to the fluorescence direction tuning curves that were obtained with 2-photon calcium imaging, suggesting that any saturation of calcium indicator dyes did not adversely impact the conclusions in our previous imaging studies.
These spike-based tuning curves also allow us, for the first time, to describe the changes in absolute spiking responses that explain increases in direction selectivity. On average, increases in spiking responses to the preferred direction explained the initial rise in direction selectivity after eye opening. In subsequent days, a decrease in spiking responses to the opposite direction (and the orthogonal orientation) contributed to further increases in direction selectivity (Fig. 2) .
In principle, increases in the response to the preferred direction could reflect an increase in excitatory drive, a decrease in inhibitory drive, or a combination of these factors. Similarly, the reductions in responses to the null direction and orthogonal orientation could reflect decreases in excitatory drive, increases in inhibitory drive, or a combination. However, the fact that opposite changes are observed at different developmental time points suggests that increases in direction selectivity cannot be the result of a single circuit change, such as a nonspecific increase in the overall amount of inhibition in the circuit. Studies of the underlying synaptic conductances will be required to understand the synaptic bases of these changes.
These changes in response tuning are qualitatively different from those observed in ocular dominance plasticity. After 1-3 d of monocular deprivation of the contralateral (dominant) eye, responses to the contralateral eye decrease but responses to the open ipsilateral eye are unchanged; after 5-7 d of continued deprivation, responses to the open eye (and even the closed eye) increase in a process thought to depend on homeostatic plasticity (Olson and Freeman, 1975; Mioche and Singer, 1989; Frenkel and Bear, 2004; Kaneko et al., 2008) . A variety of plasticity mechanisms, operating at different time scales and at different developmental times, are likely to be required to mediate appropriate experience-dependent plasticity.
Laminar chronology of the development of direction selectivity
If we ignore possible contributions from higher visual areas, then there are just 4 major sites within the visual pathway that could be involved in the development of direction selectivity in ferret. The cells we have imaged previously in cortical layer 2/3 receive direct input both from LGN and from cortical layer 4, and cortical layer 4 receives direct input from the LGN. So, in principle, the development of direction selectivity could involve 1) changes in LGN receptive fields (includes any retinal changes), 2) changes in the pattern of projections from LGN to cortex, 3) changes in the connections from layer 4 to 2/3, or 4) changes in recurrent connections within the cortex. The effect of experience on the development of direction selectivity depends on stimulus orientation, so changes in the LGN are unlikely to be sufficient to explain the emergence of direction selectivity. Here, we have focused on understanding how direction selectivity emerges in cortical layer 4 and layer 2/3.
In the first few days after eye opening, layer 4 neurons exhibited significantly higher direction selectivity than layer 2/3 neurons, and layer 2/3 neurons did not exhibit any additional direction selectivity compared with layer 2/3 neurons in animals that had yet to open their eyes. Therefore, layer 4 exhibited increases in direction selectivity at an earlier developmental stage than layer 2/3.
The temporal sequence for the laminar emergence of initial stimulus selectivity such as in the development of direction selectivity may be different from the sequence of events that occurs during reconfigurations of existing receptive field properties, such as in ocular dominance plasticity. Trachtenberg and colleagues found that spike responses and horizontal connections in cat layer 2/3 exhibited dramatic and rapid changes following 1-2 d of monocular deprivation, while layer 4 exhibited few changes (Trachtenberg et al., 2000; Trachtenberg and Stryker, 2001 ). These authors speculated that changes in layer 2/3 might direct subsequent plasticity in layer 4 (Thompson, 2000; Trachtenberg et al., 2000) . Our data are more consistent with the idea that layer 4 leads the emergence of direction selectivity.
Although layer 4 acquires moderate levels of direction selectivity before layer 2/3, it remains unclear whether layer 2/3 depends on layer 4 for its direction selectivity. In the young mouse, ocular dominance plasticity occurs in parallel in layer 2/3 and layer 4, by distinct mechanisms (Liu et al., 2008) , and it is possible that direction selectivity also develops in parallel in layers 2/3 and 4. Both layers receive direct input from the thalamus, as cortical layer 4 receives input from LGN X and Y cells, while layer 2/3 receives input from LGN W cells (Leventhal, 1979; Fitzpatrick et al., 1983) . Alternatively, layer 2/3 may inherit direction selectivity from layer 4, but may require a certain level of direction selectivity in layer 4 before direction selectivity is apparent in 2/3. Future multichannel experiments that employ layer-specific blockers will be needed to tease apart these possibilities.
